We call a differential ideal universally characterizable, if it is characterizable w.r.t. any ranking on partial derivatives. We propose a factorization-free algorithm that represents a radical differential ideal as a finite intersection of universally characterizable ideals. The algorithm also constructs a universal characteristic set for each universally characterizable component, i.e., a finite set of differential polynomials that contains a characterizing set of the ideal w.r.t. any ranking. As a part of the proposed algorithm, the following problem of satisfiability by a ranking is efficiently solved: given a finite set of differential polynomials with a derivative selected in each polynomial, determine whether there exists a ranking w.r.t. which the selected derivatives are leading derivatives and, if so, construct such a ranking.
Introduction
Consider a differential ring of differential polynomials and a radical differential ideal {Σ} corresponding to a system of polynomial partial differential equations Σ = 0. By fixing a ranking ≤ on partial derivatives (Kolchin, 1973; Rust and Reid, 1997) and computing a characteristic decomposition of {Σ} w.r.t. ≤ (Boulier et al., 1999; Hubert, 2000) , one can solve the membership problem for {Σ} and study its dimension properties.
The resulting characteristic decomposition, as well as the complexity of its computation, strongly depends on the choice of the ranking. This dependence is well-known for a special case of differential characteristic sets, namely Gröbner bases of polynomial ideals. Indeed, let us restrict ourselves to the case of partial differential ideals generated by linear homogeneous differential polynomials in one differential indeterminate with constant coefficients (such ideals are prime). Then one can take such a differential polynomial and replace all partial derivatives ∂ i 1 +...+in u ∂ i 1 x1...∂ in xn by monomials y i1 1 . . . y in n . A ranking on partial derivatives of u yields an admissible order on monomials in y 1 , . . . , y n . Consider the ideal generated by the resulting polynomials in y 1 , . . . , y n , compute its Gröbner basis, and replace the monomials by the corresponding partial derivatives. The result will be a characteristic set of the prime differential ideal.
It is known that the complexity of computing a Gröbner basis significantly depends on the term order, and generally degree-compatible Gröbner bases are easier to compute. Given the above relationship between Gröbner bases and characteristic sets, it is not surprising that the complexity of computing a characteristic decomposition of a radical differential ideal depends on the chosen ranking and, generally, characteristic decompositions w.r.t. orderly rankings are easier to compute (however, even the choice among the orderly rankings can make a big difference from the efficiency point of view).
The theory of Gröbner bases also provides two concepts which allow to study the dependence of the basis on the choice of the term order, namely the Gröbner fan and the universal Gröbner basis (Mora and Robbiano, 1988) . These concepts have inspired several efficient algorithms, for example:
• the dynamic Buchberger algorithm computes a Gröbner basis when the term order is not given in advance by constructing (Caboara, 1993) or changing (Gritzmann and Sturmfels, 1993; Golubitsky, 2006a ) the optimal order dynamically; • the Gröbner walk method (Collart et al., 1993; Tran, 2000; Fukuda et al., 2007) transforms the Gröbner basis from one order to another, by changing the term order gradually and reducing the problem to several small Gröbner bases. The objective of this paper is to generalize the concept of universal Gröbner basis to the case of radical differential ideals and give an efficient factorization-free algorithm for computing it. We will discuss potential applications of the proposed concept of universal characteristic decomposition in Conclusion.
This generalization is three-fold. First, the family of differential rankings is strictly larger than that of term orders. Consequently, the differential Gröbner fan is larger too, yet always finite (which has been shown in (Golubitsky, 2006b ) for prime differential ideals).
Second, the representation of differential rankings is more complex than that of term orders. According to (Rust and Reid, 1997) , every differential ranking can be specified by a finite collection of matrices with real entries. For the purpose of constructing a universal characteristic decomposition we need to solve the inverse problem: given a finite set of differential polynomials with a derivative selected in each polynomial, determine whether there exists a ranking w.r.t. which the selected derivatives are leading derivatives and, if so, construct such a ranking (that is, find any finite representation for it). This problem was formulated in (Rust, 1998) and, to our knowledge, remained open; we provide an efficient solution for it.
Third, a radical differential ideal may split into several components during the process of characteristic decomposition. If the latter is computed w.r.t. all possible rankings, it is unclear apriori why the process of splitting will always be finite. The proof of termination is based on the Ritt-Raudenbush Basis Theorem (Ritt, 1950) and constitutes the main result of this paper.
Basic concepts of differential algebra
Here we give a brief summary of the basic concepts of differential algebra, referring the reader to (Ritt, 1950; Kolchin, 1973; Kondratieva et al., 1999) for a more complete exposition.
For a set X, denote by X ∞ the free commutative monoid generated by X. Let R be a commutative ring. A derivation over R is a mapping δ : R → R which for every a, b ∈ R satisfies
A differential ring is a commutative ring endowed with a finite set of derivations ∆ = {δ 1 , . . . , δ m } which commute pairwise. The elements of the commutative monoid Θ = ∆ ∞ are called derivative operators.
Let U = {u 1 , . . . , u n } be a finite set whose elements are called differential indeterminates. Derivative operators apply to differential indeterminates yielding derivatives θu. Denote by ΘU = {θu | θ ∈ Θ, u ∈ U } the set of all derivatives.
Let K be a differential field of characteristic zero. The differential ring of differential polynomials K{U } is the ring of polynomials in infinitely many variables K[ΘU ] endowed with the set of derivations ∆.
A differential ideal I of a differential ring R is an ideal of R stable under the action of derivations. For a subset A ⊂ R, [A] denotes the smallest differential ideal containing A.
An ideal I is called radical, if f k ∈ I implies f ∈ I. The smallest radical differential ideal containing a given set Σ ⊂ K{U } is denoted {Σ}.
A ranking is a total order ≤ on the set of derivatives ΘU such that, for any differential indeterminates u, v ∈ U and derivative operators θ, θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ Θ, u ≤ θu and
A ranking ≤ on ΘU induces a total lexicographic order ≤ lex on the monoid of differential terms (ΘU ) ∞ .
Characteristic sets
Let ≤ be a ranking, and let f ∈ K{U }, f ∈ K. The derivative θu j of the highest rank present in f is called the leader of f (denoted ld ≤ f or u f when the ranking is fixed). Let
is by definition the differential term (u f ) d . When a ranking is fixed, we will omit the subscript ≤ in ld ≤ f, rk ≤ f, and write ld f, rk f .
For a set A ⊂ K{U }, the sets of leaders, ranks, initials, and separants of its elements are denoted ld ≤ A, rk ≤ A, i A , and s A , respectively. Let
A ranking on the set of derivatives induces a total order on the set of ranks, if we consider a rank
) and compare such pairs lexicographically.
Let f, p ∈ K{U }, p ∈ K. Differential polynomial f is partially reduced w.r.t. p, if f is free of all proper derivatives θu p (i.e. θ = 1) of the leader of p. If f is partially reduced w.r.t. p and deg up f < deg up p, then f is said to be (fully) reduced w.r.t. p. A polynomial f is called reducible w.r.t. p, if it is not reduced w.r.t. p.
A differential polynomial f is called reduced w.r.t. a set of differential polynomials A ⊂ K{U }, if it is reduced w.r.t. every polynomial p ∈ A. A nonempty subset A ⊂ K{U } is called autoreduced, if every f ∈ A is reduced w.r.t. A \ {f }.
For an autoreduced set A and a differential polynomial f , the remainder of f w.r.t. A is defined as a differential polynomial r reduced w.r.t. A, such that rk ≤ r ≤ rk ≤ f and there exists h ∈ H ∞ A satisfying hf − r ∈ [A]. An algorithm for computing a remainder rem ≤ (f, A) of f w.r.t. A is given in (Kolchin, 1973, Section 9) .
Every autoreduced set is finite (Kolchin, 1973, Chapter I, Section 9) . If A = {p 1 , . . . , p k } is an autoreduced set, then any two leaders u pi , u pj for 1 ≤ i = j ≤ r are distinct. We assume that elements of any autoreduced set are arranged in order of increasing rank of their leaders u p1 < u p2 < . . . < u p k , so we write A = p 1 , . . . , p k .
Let A = f 1 , . . . , f k and B = g 1 , . . . , g l be two autoreduced sets. We say that A has lower rank than B and write rk ≤ A < rk ≤ B, if either there exists j ∈ N such that rk
, then we say that the ranks of sets A and B are equal.
Any nonempty family of autoreduced sets contains an autoreduced set of the lowest rank (Kolchin, 1973 , Chapter I, Section 10). For a set X ⊂ K{U }, an autoreduced subset of X of the lowest rank is called a characteristic set of X. Clearly, all characteristic sets of X w.r.t. ≤ have the same rank. An autoreduced set A is a characteristic set of X if and only if all nonzero elements of X are reducible w.r.t. A.
Characteristic decomposition of radical differential ideals
For a differential ideal I and a set of differential polynomials X, the saturation of I by X is defined as the following differential ideal:
Let ≤ be a ranking. A differential ideal I is called characterizable w.r.t. ≤ (Hubert, 2000, Definition 2.6), if for a characteristic set C of I w.r.t. ≤, I = [C] : H ∞ C . In this case, one says that set C characterizes I.
A characteristic decomposition of a radical differential ideal I is a representation of I as an intersection of characterizable ideals. Given a set of generators Σ of I and a ranking ≤, one can apply algorithms from (Boulier et al., 1999; Hubert, 2000) to compute a characteristic decomposition of I w.r.t. ≤:
For each characterizable component J i , we assume that C i is its canonical characteristic set. The latter concept was introduced in (Boulier et al., 1999, Theorem 6 .2) and (Boulier and Lemaire, 2000 , Definition 3, Theorem 3); the construction also follows from (Hubert, 2003a, Section 5.4) and (Hubert, 2003b, Theorem 5.5) . It has been studied in (Golubitsky et al., 2007) , where it appears in the following form: Definition 1. A characteristic set C of a characterizable differential ideal I w.r.t. a ranking ≤ is called canonical if for all f ∈ C the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) the initial i f depends only on non-leaders N = ΘU \ ld C (2) f has no factors in K[N ] \ K (3) the leading coefficient of the leading monomial of f w.r.t. the induced lexicographic order ≤ lex on (ΘU ) ∞ is equal to 1.
The canonical characteristic set of a characterizable ideal I can be computed from any other characterizing set of this ideal by inverting the initials (Boulier and Lemaire, 2000, Section 5) or using the remark after (Hubert, 2000, Lemma 3.9) . Also, one can check whether two ideals characterizable w.r.t. the same ranking are equal by checking the equality of their canonical characteristic sets.
For our purposes, it is important to ensure that the characteristic sets of the characterizable components are strong (see Definition 2 below). We will show that canonical characteristic sets satisfy this property and use this fact in the proof of termination of the algorithm computing a universal characteristic decomposition of a radical differential ideal.
Definition 2. (Golubitsky, 2006b ) Let I be a differential ideal, and let ≤ be a ranking. Define the characteristic rank of I w.r.t. ≤, rkchar ≤ I, to be equal to the rank of any characteristic set of I w.r.t. ≤.
A characteristic set A of an ideal I w.r.t. a ranking ≤ is called strong, if for all rankings ≤ such that rkchar ≤ I = rk ≤ A, we have rk ≤ A = rk ≤ A.
For example, the characteristic rank of the differential ideal [u x +u y ] in the differential polynomial ring K{u} with two derivations is equal to {u x } w.r.t. rankings satisfying u x > u y , and to {u y } w.r.t. rankings satisfying u x < u y . The set {u x + u y } is a strong characteristic set of this ideal, since it is autoreduced and its rank equals the characteristic rank of the ideal (w.r.t. any ranking). The set {u yy (u x + u y )} is a characteristic set of this ideal as well, for rankings satisfying u x > u yy , yet not a strong one. Indeed, the characteristic rank of the ideal w.r.t. such rankings is {u x }, and it is not the case that for all rankings ≤ yielding the same characteristic rank of the ideal, the set {u yy (u x + u y )} will have rank {u x }. As a counterexample, take any ranking satisfying u y < u x < u yy .
The proof of the fact that canonical characteristic sets are strong is based on the following two lemmas. They have been proved in (Golubitsky, 2006b ) for prime differential ideals, and the proofs for characterizable ideals are quite similar, but for the sake of completeness we present them here. Lemma 1 is a simple generalization of (Kondratieva and Ovchinnikov, 2004, Lemma 1) to the case of characterizable differential ideals. Lemma 1. Let C be an autoreduced set characterizing a differential ideal I w.r.t. a ranking ≤, and let f ∈ I, f ∈ K, be a polynomial such that rk ≤ f is reduced w.r.t. C.
Proof. Since f ∈ I, f is reducible to 0 w.r.t. C and ≤. This means that there exist differential polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k ∈ ΘC such that
Consider f as a polynomial in t = ld f with coefficients in the ring R = K[ΘU \ {t}]:
, then every element of this ideal admits a unique representation of the form a l t l + . . . + a 0 , where a i ∈ J, i = 0, . . . , l. In particular,
is such a representation for hf ∈ J (note that h ∈ R, since h i = i pi and p i ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , k). This implies that hi f ∈ J. Therefore hi f ∈ I, but since
For a polynomial f , denote by allrk(f ) the set of its ranks w.r.t. all possible rankings; for every t ∈ allrk(f ), i t f denotes the initial of f w.r.t. a ranking ≤ such that t = rk ≤ f .
Lemma 2. Let C be a characteristic set of a characterizable differential ideal I w.r.t. ranking ≤ satisfying the following condition:
Then C is strong.
Proof. Suppose that C is not strong. Then, according to Definition 2, there exists a ranking ≤ such that rkchar ≤ I = rk ≤ C but rk ≤ C = rk ≤ C. The latter implies that there exists a polynomial f ∈ C such that rk
Let C be a characteristic set of I w.r.t. ≤ . Suppose first that rk ≤ f is reducible w.r.t. a polynomial g ∈ C and ≤ . Then rk ≤ f is reducible w.r.t. rk ≤ g, which implies that rk ≤ g ≤ rk ≤ f .
Since
So, we have obtained that rk ≤ f is reducible w.r.t. rk ≤ p, hence f is reducible w.r.t. p and ≤. This contradicts the fact that f and p are distinct elements of the autoreduced set C.
Therefore, rk ≤ f is reduced w.r.t. C and ≤ . Now, given that f ∈ I, Lemma 1 implies that the initial of f w.r.t. ≤ belongs to I. This contradicts the assumption
Thus, C is strong. 2 Theorem 1. The canonical characteristic set of a characterizable differential ideal I w.r.t. ranking ≤ is strong.
Proof. Let C be the canonical characteristic set of I w.r.t. ≤, let f ∈ C, and let t ∈ allrk(f ). Suppose that i t f ∈ I. Then, since i t f = 0, i t f is reducible w.r.t. C. Since C is autoreduced, f is reduced w.r.t. C \ {f }, hence so is i t f . Thus, i t (f ) is reducible w.r.t. f . The latter implies that rk
since it is always the case that rk
Note that set C = C \ {f } ∪ {i t (f )} is also a characteristic set of I w.r.t. ≤. Since f is an element of the canonical characteristic set, the initial of f w.r.t. ≤ belongs to the ring K[N ], where N = ΘU \ ld ≤ C. Now equality (1) implies that the initial of i t f w.r.t. ≤ also belongs to K[N ]. Thus, the initials of C w.r.t. ≤ are in K[N ]. Moreover, we have
The latter contradicts (Golubitsky et al., 2007, Proposition 3) , according to which the initials of the elements of the canonical characteristic set are lexicographically less than or equal to the initials of the corresponding elements of any other characteristic set, whose initials do not depend on leaders.
Thus, i t f ∈ I and, by Lemma 2, set C is strong. 2
Universal characteristic decomposition
Let C be an autoreduced set characterizing a differential ideal I w.r.t. a ranking ≤, and let ≤ be another ranking. Let CharacteristicDecomposition(C,≤,≤ ) be any factorization-free algorithm that computes a characteristic decomposition of I w.r.t. ≤ , in which every characterizable component is represented by its canonical characteristic set.
Definition 3. A differential ideal I is called universally characterizable, if it is characterizable w.r.t. any ranking.
In this case, a universal characteristic set of I is defined as a finite subset C ⊂ I, such that for any ranking ≤, there exists an autoreduced subset C ≤ ⊂ C which characterizes I w.r.t. ≤.
Every prime differential ideal is universally characterizable (Golubitsky, 2006b ). The converse is not true: for example, radical ideal (
is universally characterizable, {x 2 + x} being its characteristic set w.r.t. the only ranking that is possible in this case, but it is not prime.
Definition 4. For a radical differential ideal I, its universal characteristic decomposition is a representation of I as a finite intersection of universally characterizable differential ideals.
Below we propose a factorization-free algorithm that, given a characteristic decomposition of a radical differential ideal w.r.t. a ranking ≤, computes a universal characteristic decomposition of this ideal. Moreover, for each universally characterizable component, the algorithm computes the corresponding universal characteristic set.
Algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition(C, ≤)
Input:
Characteristic decomposition C of a radical ideal I w.r.t. ≤ Output: Universal characteristic decomposition of I
Take any such ranking ≤ 4:
18: end if
19: end for 20: end while
21: return U end
In order to check the condition of the while-loop in algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition, we have to solve the following problem: given a finite set of polynomials C and a family of autoreduced sets of ranks R, determine whether there exists a ranking ≤ such that rkchar ≤ C ∈ R. Since C is finite, one can try all possible selections of leaders in C, which are consistent with a ranking on partial derivatives. For example, if f = u xx + u xy + u yy , then there exist rankings which select u xx and u yy as leaders of f , but u xy is not a leader of f w.r.t. any ranking. For every selection of leaders in C that is consistent with a ranking, we can construct such ranking ≤ and check whether rkchar ≤ C ∈ R.
Therefore, we arrive at a general problem of determining whether a given selection of leaders in a finite set of differential polynomials is consistent with a ranking. The diffalg package of Maple 10 contains a subroutine (which is embedded in the procedure for specification of differential rings) that, given a finite set of polynomials with selected derivatives, determines whether there exists a ranking consistent with this selection and, if so, constructs such a ranking. The subroutine applies to a certain subfamily of Riquier rankings which can be efficiently handled by the simplex method. 2 For general (not necessarily Riquier) rankings, we solve this problem in the next section. Proposition 1. Algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition is correct, i.e., it returns a universal characteristic decomposition of the ideal I.
Proof.
(1) In each pair (C, R) ∈ U, the first component C is a set of differential polynomials and the second component R is a family of sets of ranks satisfying the following property: There exists a characterizable ideal J (C,R) ⊇ I which, for each r ∈ R, is characterized by a subset C r ⊂ C w.r.t. a ranking ≤ satisfying
(2) The invariant of the while-loop is
(3) At the exit from the while-loop, the ideal J (C,R) corresponding to any pair (C, R) ∈ U is universally characterizable with the universal characteristic set C. Indeed, we exit from the while-loop when for any ranking ≤ , there exists r ∈ R such that
The proof of termination involves the following simple Lemma 3. There exist no infinitely growing chains of characterizable ideals of the form I 1 I 2 . . .
Proof. According to (Hubert, 2000, Theorem 4.4) , characterizable ideals are radical. Due to the Basis Theorem (Kolchin, 1973, Section III.4) , there exist no infinitely growing chains of radical differential ideals. 2 Proposition 2. Algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition terminates.
Proof. Let (C, R) ∈ V be a component considered in line 6 of the algorithm corresponding to a characterizable ideal J = J (C,R) w.r.t. ranking ≤. Let C = C 1 , . . . , C p be the characteristic decomposition of J w.r.t. ≤ computed in line 7. Two cases are possible:
In a forthcoming paper (Golubitsky and Ovchinnikov, 2006) , we propose algorithms for checking equality of differential ideals that are characterizable w.r.t. different rankings. Here we use a trick (see below), which replaces this problem by the problem of checking equality of two ideals that are characterizable w.r.t. the same ranking. The latter can be done by checking whether their canonical characteristic sets are equal.
The 
. The latter means that J is characterized w.r.t. ≤ by the characteristic set C i . In such a case, we add C i to C and rk ≤ C i to R (line 16). Note that, according to the condition of the while-loop, rk ≤ C i ∈ R before we add it. If, on the other hand, none of the components in D coincides with J, then all components in D strictly contain J. Hence, so do all components in D (line 12), which are added to U in line 17.
To summarize, a single iteration of the while-loop replaces each component (C, R) taken from U in lines 4,5 by either a single component (C , R ), where R strictly contains R (line 16), or a set of components whose ideals strictly contain J (C,R) (line 17). Lemma 3 ensures that, after a finite number of iterations of the while-loop, the characterizable components will stop splitting. At this point all components in U correspond to universally characterizable ideals. Therefore, it remains to show that the computation of their universal characteristic sets is completed in finitely many steps. To illustrate the performance of the while-loop after the stabilization of all components, take a (C, R) ∈ U and rewrite the while-loop for this particular component:
Take any such ranking ≤
3:
C :=CanonicalCharacteristicSet(C,≤,≤ )
4:
C := C ∪ C
5:
R := R ∪ {rk ≤ C }
6: end while
In this algorithm, line 3 corresponds to lines 7-14 of algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition, where C = ∅, since the component has stabilized. According to Theorem 1, the above loop has the following invariant: for every set of ranks r ∈ R, C contains a strong characteristic subset whose rank is r w.r.t. some ranking. Thus, condition rkchar ≤ C ∈ R implies that rk ≤ C ∈ R. Now termination of the while-loop follows from Theorem 2. (Golubitsky, 2006b , Theorem 4) The set of ranks of characteristic sets of any differential ideal I w.r.t. all possible rankings is finite. 2
Examples
Let us illustrate the proposed algorithm on two examples. The first is an example of an algebraic ideal that is characterizable but not universally characterizable; the al-gorithm computes its universal characteristic decomposition. The second is an example of a partial differential ideal that is universally characterizable, but not obviously such. Given the generators of this ideal and a particular ranking (chosen arbitrarily), the Rosenfeld-Gröbner algorithm will return two components. The computation of universal characteristic decomposition shows that one of these components is redundant, while the other, and hence the whole ideal, is universally characterizable. This computation also exhibits the ranking for which the Rosenfeld-Gröbner computes an irredundant characteristic decomposition.
Example 1. Consider the ideal I = (y 3 − y, 2x − y 2 + 2) in Q[x, y] (this example is borrowed from (Hubert, 2000) ). With respect to the ranking x > y, this ideal is characterized by its generating set (Hubert, 2000, Example 3.6 ). However, the characteristic set C = {y 3 − y, 2x − y 2 + 2} is not universal, since w.r.t. ranking x < y the characteristic set of C is {2x−y 2 +2}, which is not a characteristic set of I. A characteristic decomposition of I w.r.t. ranking x < y has two characterizable components:
Clearly, characteristic sets {2x + 1, 2y 2 − 1} and {x + 1, y} are universal (any ranking will select the same leaders in their elements), hence we have obtained a universal characteristic decomposition of I. In this particular case, the decomposition turns out to be irredundant, and the universal characteristic sets of the characterizable components are minimal.
Example 2. Consider the ideal I = [u x − v, u y − uv] in Q{u, v} with two derivations δ x = ∂/∂x, δ y = ∂/∂y.
Fix an elimination ranking ≤ 1 such that:
Compute a characteristic decomposition of I w.r.t. ≤ 1 . The Rosenfeld-Gröbner algorithm from the diffalg package in Maple 10 returns two characterizable components, whose characteristic sets are:
(the leading derivatives w.r.t. ≤ 1 are underlined, and the elements of characteristic sets are sorted by increasing rank).
There arises a question whether the second component is redundant, i.e., whether
. This is an instance of the Ritt problem (Kolchin, 1973, Section IV.16) , which is open. In a moment we will see that the computation of the universal characteristic decomposition of I reveals the fact that the second component is redundant and the first one (i.e., the ideal I) is universally characterizable.
Following Algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition (line 3), choose a ranking ≤ such that rkchar ≤ C 1 = {u x , v}. We can take ≤ =≤ 2 , where θu > 2 θ v for all θ, θ , and the derivatives of the same differential indeterminate are compared w.r.t. ≤ 2 as w.r.t.
Compute a characteristic decomposition of [C 1 ] : H ∞ C1 w.r.t. ≤ 2 (line 7). The RosenfeldGröbner algorithm returns two components whose characteristic sets are:
Our algorithm then, for each of the above two components, computes its characteristic decomposition w.r.t. ≤ 1 (line 10) and checks whether any of these decompositions contain a component equal to [
, the Rosenfeld-Gröbner algorithm produces a single component w.r.t. ≤ 1 , whose characteristic set coincides with C 1 . This implies that [
is a redundant component. Our algorithm proceeds by forming the union C 1 ∪ C 1 (line 16) and choosing a ranking ≤ 3 (line 3) such that rkchar ≤3 (C 1 ∪ C 1 ) is not among the ranks seen before, i.e. {u x , v} and {v xy , v xx , u}. We can take the following ≤ 3 : 
Computing the characteristic decomposition of [C 1 ] : H C 1 w.r.t. ≤ 1 yields two components with characteristic sets C 1 and {u, v}, respectively. This proves two facts: that
H C 1 and that the component {u, v} is redundant. Note also that u = v = 0 is a regular zero of C 1 and, if the Rosenfeld-Gröbner algorithm is applied to the generators of I and ≤ 3 , it will return the single characterizable component C 1 .
Therefore, the algorithm forms the union C 1 ∪ C 1 ∪ C 1 (line 16). Choose a ranking ≤ 4 such that rkchar ≤4 (C 1 ∪ C 1 ∪ C 1 ) is not among {u x , v}, {v xy , v xx , u}, and {u y , v}: let θu > 4 θ v for all θ, θ and the derivatives of the same differential indeterminate be compared as w.r.t. ≤ 3 . The characteristic decomposition of [C 1 ] : H ∞ C1 w.r.t. ≤ 4 has two components, the first of which has characteristic set
and is proved to be equal to [C 1 ] : H ∞ C1 by computing its characteristic decomposition w.r.t. ≤ 1 and finding that it consists of a single component whose characteristic set is C 1 . Thus we know that the second component is redundant and proceed to forming the union
Repeat the procedure for two more orderly rankings, ≤ 5 and ≤ 6 , which, given two derivatives, first compare their orders, then for θ, θ of the same order, set θu > θv, where > is > 5 or > 6 and, finally, resolve the comparisons between derivatives of the same order and the same differential indeterminate w ∈ {u, v} as follows:
This will yield two more characteristic sets:
and the unionC = C 1 ∪C 1 ∪C 1 ∪C 1 ∪C 1 ∪C 1 consisting of the following 8 polynomials will be formed:
Note that the last two characteristic sets do not add any new polynomials to the union, but they do add new characteristic ranks of the ideal. Thus, the ideal admits 6 possible characteristic ranks w.r.t. the above 6 rankings ≤ 1 , . . . , ≤ 6 :
One can show, by exhaustively trying all possible selections of leaders of polynomials inC, that for any ranking, the characteristic rank ofC will be one of the above 6. Thus,C is a universal characteristic set of I, whence I is universally characterizable.
Satisfiability by differential rankings
The following problem has to be solved by Algorithm UniversalCharacteristicDecomposition: given a finite set of differential polynomials with selected derivatives, determine whether this selection is consistent with a ranking and, if so, construct such a ranking. As is mentioned in (Rust, 1998) , this problem reduces to the following one, which we call the problem of satisfiability by a ranking: given a finite relation A ⊂ ΘU × ΘU , determine whether it is contained in a ranking and, if so, construct any such ranking.
The problem clearly requires a representation of rankings. Different ways of representing a ranking are proposed in (Carrà Ferro and Sit, 1994) and (Rust and Reid, 1997) .
Following the notation in these articles, we observe that partial derivatives correspond to elements of the set N m × N n , where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and N n = {1, 2, . . . , n}, via the following mapping φ : ΘU → N m+n :
1 , . . . , 0
We omit the details of this procedure, as it will be the topic of the next section.
(here x T denotes the transposed vector x). Thus, we can equivalently speak of rankings on N m × N n . According to (Carrà Ferro and Sit, 1994 , Proposition 1.4), every such ranking uniquely extends to a ranking ≤ on Z m × N n . The latter uniquely induces a family of sets
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, called cuts. These cuts are interrelated via the axioms of a transitive family (Carrà Ferro and Sit, 1994, Definition 3.9) . Vice versa, according to (Carrà Ferro and Sit, 1994, Theorem 3.10) , every transitive family of cuts induces a unique ranking on Z m × N n . Using (Carrà Ferro and Sit, 1994, Theorem 7. 3), any cut of Z m can be described by a real-valued matrix and a real vector, though such description is not unique. Thus, every ranking can be specified by finitely many real matrices and vectors (or, in other words, in terms of linear constraints). For our purposes, however, this description of rankings is incomplete, since we do not know how to check whether a given family of cuts, where each cut is specified by linear constraints, is transitive. In (Carrà Ferro and Sit, 1994) , a complete description of transitive families of cuts is given for cuts in R m × N n ; the case of Z m × N n is formulated as an open problem, whose solution depends on whether every ranking on Z m × N n can be extended to a ranking on R m × N n . A classification of rankings on partial derivatives, or equivalently on Z m × N n , which can be used directly for our purposes, is given in (Rust and Reid, 1997 ) (see also Rust (1998) ). It is shown that every ranking is a pre-ranking of type ≤ n, where pre-rankings of type 1 are Riquier pre-rankings; pre-rankings of higher types are defined inductively and can be thought of as finite rooted trees, whose nodes are Riquier pre-rankings and edges are subsets of N n . Since Riquier pre-rankings on ΘU can be represented by real matrices of width m + n, this classification allows to specify an arbitrary ranking by finitely many real-valued parameters (Rust and Reid, 1997, Theorem 29) . This specification is not unique, and the construction of a unique specification is formulated as an open problem in (Rust, 1998) .
In principle, the problem of construction of a ranking can be solved by directly applying the non-recursive description of rankings proposed in (Rust and Reid, 1997) .
4
Let M 1 , . . . , M n be non-singular integer matrices of size m × m, in which every column is lexicographically greater than the zero column, let λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ Z m , and let σ be a permutation of N n . This data induces a ranking on N m × N n as follows. Let t ij be the number of rows, starting from the top, on which matrices M i and M j agree (i.e., the submatrices of M i and M j formed by the first t ij rows are equal). For a vector v ∈ Z m and 0 ≤ t ≤ m, denote by π t (v) the vector consisting of the first t components of v. Define (a, i) ≤ (b, j) if and only if either
. According to (Rust and Reid, 1997, Theorem 29) , ≤ is a ranking; it is denoted ≤ M1,...,Mn,λ1,...,λn,σ .
By (Rust and Reid, 1997, Theorem 30) , every finite set A contained in a ranking must be contained in a ranking of the form (2). In other words (Rust, 1998 , Section 3.1), one can endow the set of all rankings with the minimal topology such that for all (a, i),
Then rankings (2) will constitute a countable dense subset in the topological space of all rankings. Now, since there are finitely many possible permutations σ and finitely many possibilities for the values t ij , one can try them all; for each choice of σ and {t ij }, one can check the existence of the corresponding integer matrices M 1 , . . . , M n by solving a system of linear inequalities with rational coefficients, which is a linear programming problem. We leave out the details, since we are going to propose a more efficient algorithm.
Pre-rankings of finite type
A ranking on ΘU that can be extended to an admissible term order on (∆ ∪ U ) ∞ is called a Riquier ranking (Rust and Reid, 1997; Caboara and Silvestri, 1999) . 
Vice versa, any s × (m + n) real matrix M of rank m + n satisfying (3) defines a Riquier ranking ≤ M .
For a relation R, let R −1 denote the inverse relation, i.e.,
and let R * = R ∩ R −1 . If the rank of the matrix M in the above theorem is less than m+n, then, by definition, M specifies a Riquier pre-ranking (Rust and Reid, 1997) . In general, a pre-ranking is a relation P on ΘU , which satisfies all axioms of a ranking, except for the antisymmetry condition: it is allowed that (u, v) ∈ P * , u = v. A Riquier pre-ranking P induces an equivalence relation ≈ P on U :
Let U = U 1 ∪ . . . ∪ U q be the decomposition of U into equivalence classes w.r.t. ≈ P . Let P l be a pre-ranking on ΘU l , for each 1 ≤ l ≤ q. We define a new pre-ranking Q = P ; {P 1 , . . . , P q } as follows: (ηu, θv) ∈ Q if and only if (ηu, θv) ∈ P and (θv, ηu) ∈ P or (ηu, θv) ∈ P [u] , where [u] ∈ {1, . . . , p} is the index of the equivalence class containing u. Clearly, in this definition one can equivalently write P [v] instead of P [u] . Pre-ranking Q = P ; {P 1 , . . . , P q } can be pictured as an unordered tree, in which P is the root and P 1 , . . . , P q are its children.
For two pre-rankings P and Q, we denote by R = P ; Q their sequential composition, i.e., the following pre-ranking: (ηu, θv) ∈ R if and only if (ηu, θv) ∈ P and (θv, ηu) ∈ P or (ηu, θv) ∈ Q.
Lemma 4. If P and Q are Riquier pre-rankings, then so is their sequential composition.
Proof. Given the matrices M P and M Q representing pre-rankings P and Q, one can see that the matrix 
Definition 5. (Rust and Reid, 1997) A Riquier pre-ranking is called a pre-ranking of type 1. A pre-ranking Q is of type t > 1, if t is minimal such that Q = P ; {P 1 , . . . , P q }, for some Riquier pre-rankings P and pre-rankings P 1 , . . . , P q of types < t.
Lemma 5. In the above definition of pre-ranking Q of type t, the number l of equivalence classes w.r.t. ≈ P is greater than 1.
Proof. Suppose that l = 1. If P 1 is a Riquier ranking, then so is Q = P ; {P 1 }, which contradicts with the fact that Q is a pre-ranking of type t > 1.
If P 1 is a pre-ranking of type s, 1 < s < t, then by definition it can be represented as P 1 = R; {R 1 , . . . , R k }, where R i are pre-rankings of type < s. By the previous lemma, S = P ; R is a Riquier pre-ranking. Moreover,
In particular, this implies that each equivalence class V modulo ≈ S is contained in an equivalence class U i modulo ≈ R , where 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let R V be the restriction of R i to ΘV . Clearly, the type of R V does not exceed that of R i , i.e., s − 1 ≤ t − 2. We obtain
where S is a Riquier pre-ranking and each R V is a pre-ranking of type ≤ t − 2. This contradicts the minimality of t. 2 Theorem 4. (Rust and Reid, 1997, Theorem 18) Every ranking on ΘU is a pre-ranking of type ≤ n.
Satisfiability of a finite relation on partial derivatives by a ranking
Let A be a finite relation on ΘU . If A is empty, it is contained in any ranking. Otherwise, we proceed by induction on the number of elements in A, assuming that for all relations of size less than |A| the problem of satisfiability by a ranking is solved.
Denote by A U be the projection of A on U :
Let ≈ A be the reflexive symmetric transitive closure of A U ; thus, ≈ is an equivalence relation on U . Let U = U 1 ∪ . . . ∪ U p be the decomposition of U into equivalence classes w.r.t. ≈ A . Two cases are possible: p > 1 and p = 1.
Case p > 1 is easy. Let
For each k, we have |A k | < |A|, hence by the inductive assumption the problem of satisfiability by a ranking is solved for A k . Clearly, if A is contained in a ranking, then so is every A k . Vice versa, if every A k is contained in a ranking ≤ k on ΘU k , then the following relation ≤ is a ranking on ΘU and contains A: ηu ≤ θv ⇐⇒ (u, v ∈ U k and ηu ≤ k θv) or (u ∈ U k , v ∈ U l , and k < l).
Case p = 1 is the interesting one. When p = 1, we have u ≈ A v for all u, v ∈ U . We prove the following Lemma 6. Let A be a finite relation on ΘU such that u ≈ A v for all u, v ∈ U . If A is contained in a ranking, then there exist a pair τ ∈ A and a Riquier pre-ranking R τ ⊃ A such that τ ∈ R * τ .
Proof. Assume that A is contained in a ranking ≤; show the existence of τ and R τ . According to Theorem 4, ≤ is a pre-ranking of type ≤ n. Let P be the Riquier preranking from the definition of a pre-ranking of type t (see Definition 5). By Lemma 5, not all u, v ∈ U are equivalent w.r.t. the induced equivalence relation ≈ P .
We have that ≤ contains A and is contained in P . Hence, A ⊂ P . Suppose that A ⊂ P * . Then, for every pair (ηu, θv) ∈ A, i.e., for all u, v ∈ A U , we have (u, v) ∈≈ P .
Hence, the reflexive symmetric transitive closure of A U , which is ≈ A , is contained in ≈ P , which contradicts the fact that not all u, v ∈ U are equivalent w.r.t. ≈ P . Hence, A is not contained in P * , and we can take any τ ∈ A \ P * and set R τ = P . 2
For a fixed τ ∈ A, the existence of a Riquier pre-ranking R τ satisfying the conditions of the above lemma can be effectively verified using the following generalization of (Sturmfels, 1995, Proposition 1.11) , which is stated for admissible term orders (the proof in case of Riquier rankings is identical, so we omit it).
Proposition 3. Riquier pre-ranking R τ exists iff the following system of linear inequalities has a solution w ∈ Q
If w exists, the single-row matrix ( w) specifies R τ .
If it turns out that, for all τ ∈ A, Riquier pre-ranking R τ does not exist, then by Lemma 6, A is not contained in a ranking. Otherwise, we find a τ ∈ A and the corresponding R τ using the above proposition. Let A = A ∩ R * τ . Then |A | < |A|, hence by the inductive assumption for |A | the problem of computation of a ranking is solved. If A is contained in a ranking, then so is A . Vice versa, if A is contained in a ranking ≤ , then the ranking R τ ; ≤ contains A.
Example
We illustrate our algorithm on an example from (Rust and Reid, 1997) 
Construct a ranking ≤ on ΘU containing A.
• Observation: ≤ cannot be a Riquier ranking, otherwise u x < u y and v y < v x would lead to a contradiction.
• Relation ≈ A has two equivalence classes: {u, v} and {w}.
• Consider class {w}, then a Riquier ranking R 1 on Θw containing {(w x , w yy )} is represented by the matrix
• Consider class {u, v} and construct a ranking on Θ{u, v} containing
• Does there exist a Riquier pre-ranking R 2 such that
• Does there exist a Riquier pre-ranking R 3 such that
No, for the same reason.
• Does there exist a Riquier pre-ranking R 4 such that
Yes, for example the one represented by the matrix M R4 = (1, 1, 0, 0).
• There are two equivalence classes w.r.t. ≈ A2 : {u}, {v}.
• The Riquier rankings R 5 and R 6 on Θu and Θv containing {(u x , u y )} and {(v y , v x )} respectively are represented by matrices A ranking ≤ containing A is defined as follows. For any pair of partial derivatives t 1 , t 2 ∈ ΘU , compare them according to the first applicable rule in the following list:
• Equivalence classes {u, v} and {w}: Θ{u, v} < Θw • Riquier ranking R 1 : w x < w xx < . . . < w y
• Riquier pre-ranking R 4 : If θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ Θ and ord θ 1 < ord θ 2 , then θ 1 {u, v} < θ 2 {u, v}.
• Equivalence classes {u} and {v}: θ 1 u < θ 2 v.
• Riquier ranking R 5 : u x < u xx < . . . < u y .
• Riquier ranking R 6 : v y < v yy < . . . < v x . Clearly, each of the above rules corresponds to a Riquier pre-ranking, thus we can obtain a description of ≤ as a pre-ranking of finite type as well.
Conclusion and open problems
We have defined the concept of universal characteristic decomposition of a radical differential ideal and given a factorization-free algorithm for computing it. For a particular example of a radical differential ideal, the computation of the universal characteristic decomposition allowed us to easily detect a redundant component in the characteristic decomposition produced by the Rosenfeld-Gröbner algorithm, find a ranking for which the Rosenfeld-Gröbner algorithm produces an irredundant decomposition, and conclude that the ideal is universally characterizable.
It would be interesting to generalize the concept of Gröbner fan to radical differential ideals as well. For prime differential ideals, the Gröbner fan is uniquely defined and can be computed (Golubitsky, 2006b) . It seems natural to define the Gröbner fan of a radical differential ideal as an intersection of the Gröbner fans of its essential prime components. However, it is not known whether essential prime components of a radical differential ideal can be computed (see the Ritt problem in (Ritt, 1950; Kolchin, 1973) ). It may turn out that computing its Gröbner fan is an easier problem.
We hope that, similarly to the polynomial case, the concepts of differential Gröbner fan and universal characteristic decomposition will lead to efficient algorithms for decomposing radical differential ideals. It is particularly interesting to explore differential generalizations of the dynamic Buchberger algorithm (Caboara, 1993; Gritzmann and Sturmfels, 1993; Golubitsky, 2006a) . In the polynomial case, choosing the optimal intermediate term orders appears to cause significant computational overhead. In the differential case, however, the intermediate coefficient swell is more rapid, which makes it worthwhile spending more time on choosing intermediate term orders, or even trying several term orders in parallel, in an attempt to avoid intermediate polynomials that are too large to be differentiated. Moreover, one can choose optimal rankings independently for each component of the radical differential ideal.
Among the more straightforward applications of the universal characteristic decomposition is the generalization of the Gröbner walk method to the case of radical differential ideals. The method has been generalized to prime differential ideals in (Golubitsky, 2004) . It remains to be shown that an efficient transformation between the characteristic decompositions w.r.t. two rankings compatible with the same weight vector is possible. One can also try to avoid unnecessary splits of components during the walk, using the fact that a characteristic decomposition of the ideal is already known.
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